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unpopularity of two of the recipients of these honours. Chapter
The Government of Sir R. Borden did not wholly share    	"
the view of the people, and drastic action was forced
by the voice of the back-bench members of the House
of Commons, whom the ministry dare not defy. An
address was voted to the Crown in 1919 "to refrain
hereafter from conferring any title of honour or titular
distinction on any of your subjects domiciled or ordin-
arily residing in Canada, save such appellations as are
of a professional or vocational character or which
appertain to an office". It was further requested that
every hereditary honour held by a person domiciled or
ordinarily residing in Canada should be made to ter-
minate on his death. The latter request was not formally
acted upon, as the proposal would have required an
Imperial Act, but the former has been religiously
observed. The rule has been resented by those circles
in which honours were held in value, but an effort by
the leader of the opposition to secure a reversal of the
decision failed decisively and the probability of the
Government risking popularity in the democratic West
by insistence on change is small. The presence of the
United States in close proximity has an inevitable effect
in rendering honours unpopular.
The decision of the Dominion has been deliberately
homologated by the Union of South Africa, and it is
the rule adopted by Labour Governments in the Com-
monwealth and the States. Other Governments do not
adopt this system, with the result that, as honours
can hardly be refused on personal grounds to minis-
ters of a certain status, the list of persons decorated
for Dominion services is not altogether satisfactory.
There is no general agreement in those Dominions

